
Complete these activities with Roxy, 
everyone’s favorite half Dinosaur, 

half Unicorn, from New York Times 
bestselling author, Eva Chen 

and illustrator Matthew Rivera!

This kit includes:

reproducible activities,

such as coloring, counting, and more.
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ROXY’S FAVORITE SONG
Roxy wants to sing for you! Write the name of your favorite song in the speech bubble, 

then color in the musical notes using crayons, markers, or colored pencils. 
Don’t forget to color in Roxy and Dexter too!Don’t forget to color in Roxy and Dexter too!
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DRAW YOURSELF
Roxy is part Dinosaur, part Unicorn, and all awesome! 

What sort of animal might you be? Part lion? Part dragon? 
Draw a picture of yourself as an awesome combination of animals!
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THE FRIENDSHIP MAZE
Help Roxy navigate the maze to fi nd her friend, Dexter the Dinocorn!
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Hula-Hoop Challenge
Count how many Hula-Hoops you see and write it on the line below! Then color in the hoops 

using crayons, markers, or colored pencils.

If you have a Hula-Hoop of your own, it’s your time to try to set a record and challenge your friends! 
How long can you twirl your hoop without it falling down? 

Write your best time at the bottom of the page.
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Spot the differences!
Look at these two pictures. Can you fi nd the di� erences? (Hint: There are four!)

1. no spoon in salad  2. tote bag handle is red
3. extra loaf of bread in bag  4. color of tutu changed



Come one, come all to a talent 
show of PREHISTORIC proportions!

The annual talent show is coming 
up at Roxy and Dexter’s school. 

Roxy and all the other dinosaurs 
have brilliant talents to show 

o� , from hula-hooping 
to roller–skating.

But Dexter the Dinocorn doesn’t 
feel like he has any talents.

With a little help from Roxy, he 
learns that being a good friend 

and listener is actually the most 
important talent of all.

Eva Chen is a first-generation Chinese American who grew up in 
New York City. Previously the editor in chief of Lucky, she has also written 
for Elle, Vogue, Teen Vogue, Vogue China, The New York Times, and The  
Wall Street Journal. She is currently the head of fashion partnerships at 
Instagram, where she is guilty of the occasional duck-face selfie. Chen 
lives in New York City with her husband and two children.

Matthew Rivera earned his bachelor’s degree in fine arts from 
the University of Arizona. After many years of being an art director for 
agencies, corporations, and toymakers, Matthew now writes and illustrates 
stories for children.
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